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We could not achieved a good quantity of solder behind the lead? 
We could not achieve to get a good wetting at the lead heel? 
Answer: In manual assembly 3300-1300, many parameters should help: 
- Stand-off : Regarding acceptance criteria, we recommend to respect the 
ESA standards ECSS-Q-ST-70-38 §11.5.6. Thereby, the stand-off (X) must 
be around 100µm, in order to guide solder alloy to the heel, and in order to 
have strain relief in the joint 
- Iron tip : the end of iron tip should be comparable in size to each lead 
- Movement of iron tip : the tip should take the solder from end to heel then 
from heel to end. 
- Heating plate : a heating plate (80° - 100°C) under the substrate should 
help to heat the leads without need of excessive temperature on iron station. 
 
For information, 3D PLUS can propose training about handsoldering on site. Please contact 3D PLUS 
for more information about training conditions. 
 
Can you please clarify what is the H measurement 
from the picture below, from the report 3300-1303? 
Answer: 
H is called “stand-off” or “elevation” – this is the distance 
between the leads and their pads. This space must be 
filled with solder alloy, and must be strictly positive : a 
good practice is to guaranty 100µm (at least 50µm), in 
order to improve reliability of solder joints and to ease the 
handsoldering. 
A 100µm caliper of epoxy film can be used as spacer 
between the leads and the board. 
 
Would you please tell us some parameters about 3D PLUS module lead integrity?  
How much force can be placed from top of module without broken the leads?  
How much force placed on leads can break the leads? 
Answer: 
The lead integrity we perform does not address such point, described in your questions; we look for 
numbers of bending and associated angle, but not the force that can support the module and its leads 
 
 


